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Стругальский 3. El-80-799 
Средний свободный пробег для неупругих адрон-нуклонных 
столкновений в ядерной материи 

Приводится аргументация в пользу того, что в проводимых до сих 
пор исследованиях столкновений адронов высоких энергий с ядрами 
атомов ядра-мишени характеризуются недостаточно прецизионно; исполь
зуемая обычно величина к - среднее число столкновении адрона с нук
лонами в ядерной материи, является грубым параметром, который не 
может быть определен на опыте. Утверждается, что ядро-мишень необ
ходимо охарактеризовать С помощью определяемых на опыте величин: 
средней толщина ядерной.материи <А> , которую встречает адрон-снаряд 
в столкновении с ядром; максимальной толщины А ш а х ядерной материи; 
толщины A(d) ядерной материи, которую должен преодолеть адрон-
снаряд в столкновении с ядром-мишенью с прицельным параметром d; 
среднего свободного пути <\0> Для неупругого столкновения адрона 
с нуклоном в ядре-мишени. Приводятся строгие определения всех зтих 
величин и показывается, как можно их определять на практике. Осо
бенно существенной величиной является средний свободный путь <А 0>; 
он связан простой формулой с эффективным сечением элементарного 
адрон-нуклонного столкновения.Рассчитаны значения среднего свободного 
пути для диапазона энергий адронов-снарядов от 1 до 1500 ГэВ.Показа
но, как можно измерять средний свободный путь. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1980 
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Hadron-Nucleon Inelastic Collision Mean Free Path 
in Nuclear Matter 

Characteristics of atomic nuclei, used as targets in high 
energy hadron-nucleus collision experiments, are defined on the 
basis of the data on the nuclei sizes and radial nucleon density 
distributions In nuclei. Average mean free path for inelastic hadron-
nucleon collisions in nuclei is estimated using existing experimental 
data on the pion-xenon nucleus collisions and the connection of 
it with the cross-section for hadron-nucleon elementary inelastic 
collisions is discussed. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a large amount of experimental data has 

accumulated, which gives information with regard to the in
teraction of high energy hadrons with nuclear matter. In pre
senting the data an important role plays the "average thick
ness", P , of a nucleus seen by an incident hadron, which is 
conventionally measured in units of the mean free path for 
absorption of hadron h in the nucleus, i.e., v is considered 
as the average number of inelastic collisions h would make 
with nucleons in the nucleus if, following each collision, it 
remained as a single hadron h ' 1 _ 6iFrom the definition of P 
it follows that ~= Affh j n /<rhA i n , where A is the target 
nucleus mass number, "hpin an& »hAin a r e t n e inelastic 
cross sections for h- proton and h- nucleus collisions, 
correspondingly/5А For protons 7-p= A 32.3/46 A 0- 6 9 - 0.7 A 0- 3 1 ; for 
pions v„ . A 21.2/28.5 A 0- 7 5 = 0.75A °-25 .Using the formula 
r=r 0A"° = 1.12A f , it might be simply estimated the ave
rage mean free path A = 2r/P. For nuclei of average mass num
ber, Ail25, £„= 3.13 and i~n=2.47: to these values corres
pond A p i 3. 5f for protons i::id А^ё 4.5f for pions. 

In this paper we give the arguments that, in the light of 
the results received recently in investigating the hadron-
nucleus collisions, the quantity Г is inadequately defined 
parameter, and it should be applied in presenting data on 
hadron-nucleus interactions with great caution. 

We call as "high" the energies of the projectile hadrons 
larger than the minimum energy below the pion production can
not take place, i.e., larger than the threshold value of the 
kinetic energy; often the term "high" is applied arbitrarily 
for the energies of the order of 10 GeV and more. The term 
"nuclear matter" we apply for the many nucleon medium, of 
spherical shape and definite radial nucleon density distribu
tion and with given proton neutron ratio, existing in the na
ture in its natural form - as the atomic nuclei; usually the 
nuclear matter is considered, for convenience, as the unlimi-
tedly large atomic nucleus of definite constant proton-neutron 
ratio it / 7 /. 

In applying the parameter v in experimental data analysis 
it is not taken into account important experimental informa-
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tion that: a) Nuclei, from the point of view of the hadron-
nucleus high energy collisions, consist of a rather loosely 
bound conglomerate of neutrons and protons which are spatially 
distributed in them in definite manner'8-9••. b) The hadron-
nucleus collision process,is localized along the projectile 
course in nuclear matter''10,11'; the experimental data receiv
ed in investigations of the fast, 20*400 4eV, proton emission 
in hadron-nuclei collisions provide a strong indication that 
hadrons interact only with the nucleons lying in the neigh
bourhood of their paths in nuclear matter - it is true for 
the proton emission process and for the particle creation acts 
as well'10/, c) Simple considerations performed by Faessler 
lead to similar conclusion - the energetic particles produced 
in the first collision will all hit the same "main" row of 
target nucleus and will not be spatially separated before 
they leave the target nucleus • 1 1 /-

In considering the hadron-nucleus collision process, the 
target nucleus should be therefore treated as a simple sphe
rical object consisting of loosely bound conglomerate of neut
rons and protons. From many experiments we know that я • a)The 
proton distribution has a core of constant density surrounded 
by a surface region in which the density decreases outwards 
to zero, b) The evidence is clearest in the surface region 
and establishes with considerable accuracy the maximum densi
ty, the thickness of the surface region and the radial dis
tance at which the density has fallen to half its maximum va
lue, c) It is less clear in the interior, where the possibili
ty of a slight decrease of the density towards the centre of 
the nucleus cannot be excluded /fl'l2'. d) There is inadequate 
direct evidence on the neutron distribution, and which exists 
is not conclusive. However, the indications are quite strong 
that the neutron distribution does not differ much from the 
proton distribution and, in particular, does not extend much 
beyond it' 9' 1 3' 1 , 1/. e) If it is accepted that protons and 
neutrons have the same density distributions, then it should 
be concluded that the maximum nuclear density is quite re-
marcably constant as a function of the mass number A. f) Many 
aspects about the nucleon density distribution are now so 
firmly established ' 8 > 9' that it has been possible to use them 
in order to investigate other physical quantities /g/. Typical 
nucleon density distribution is shown in fig.1. 

Taking into account both the two above-mentioned experimen
tal facts: a) the nucleon density distribution varies with the 
distance from the centre of the target nucleus; b) the hadron-
nucleus collision process goes only in the narrow vesselshape 
part of the nucleus along the projectile course, we must con-
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Fig.1. Typical radial nucleon density distribution 
in atomic nucleus. 

elude that for various impact parameters d, i.e., for various 
minimum distances from the target nucleus center to the pro
jectile course, there correspond various thicknesses of nuc
lear matter measured in number of nucleons per some surface 
unit. 

It is found therefore to be necessary to characterize pre
cisely, by adequate quantities, the atomic nucleus serving 
in experiments as some collection of nuclear matter "slabs" 
of various thicknesses, measured in nucleons per surface 
unit, on which projectile hadrons fall in the hadron-nucleus 
collision experiments. We would like to present how it is 
possible to do it; we shall present it in the next section. 

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
It is intended, in this section, to give adequate quanti

tative definitions characterizing the atomic nucleus as 
a slab of nuclear matter which has to be used in high energy 
hadron-nucleus collision experiments: a) the thickness of 
nuclear matter which is traversed by the hadron h in passing 
through an atomic nucleus at the impact parameter d; b) the 
average potential path length, or average nuclear matter 
thickness, for any target nucleus; c) the maximum thickness 
of nuclear matter for any target nucleus; d) the average mean 
free path for hadron interaction in nuclear matter. In de-
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fining these quantities, let us use the experimental results 
receive-! in hadron-nucleus collision studies. Namely, we 
shall take into account that for definite path length of the 
projectile hadron traversing nuclear matter corresponds the 
number of emitted nucleons being equal to the number of nuc-
leons met-'15': 

n , = ̂ D^pA, (I) 
nucl 0r 

where D 0 is the nucleon diameter, taken as the length unit; 
p is average nucleon density along the path length A. mea
sured in H U C I / D Q ; A is the "average" hadron path in nuclear 
matter, measured in nucleon diameter lengths D Q . In parti
cular - the number of emitted protons equals'15': 

~ 2 — Z n - „ D 0 p A — . (Г) 

where Z/A is the ratio, between the proton number Z and the 
nucleon number A in target nucleus, which might be accepted 
to be radially independent in any nucleus. The term "average" 
is used for the path because for the definite number of 
emitted nucleons n n u c ] not one value of Л but some sample 
of values A ± A A correspond - from the sample of values de
fined by the impact parameters d ± Ad to which n n u c l corres
ponds fib/; _we will note later simply A instead of A" and d 
instead of d, for convenience. 

It follows from the relation (1) that the thickness of nuc
lear matter and the path length of a hadron in it will be 
convenient to express in the number of nucleons, or in the 
number of protons, per л Djj - as [ nucleons/rrD2 J; similarly, 
the particle paths in various media in Cosmic Ray Physics 
are expressed usually in g/cm2,. 

We will define now the quantities characterizing the target 
nucleus as a nuclear matter slab in hadron-nucleus collision 
processes; it will be mostly convenient to define them as fol
lows: 

1. The potential thickness A which high energy hadron has 
to overcome in colliding with an atomic nucleus of the radius 
R at the impact parameter d we define 

A= 2v/R 2-d a: (2) 

in particular - the average potential length A(i), on which 
incident hadron will met i protons in passing through the tar
get nucleus at the average impact parameter d(i), is 
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A(i)= 2 v'R2_d 2(i). (2') 

In nuc/ffDg units the relation (2") expresses the column 
of nuclear matter of 7rDgA(i) volume situated along the pro
jectile course, at distance d(i) from the target nucleus cen
ter. 

2. The average potential path length, or the average nuc
lear matter thickness <A>, we define, taking into account the 
expression (1'), as: 

i = n D 

- i = V i ( i ) ' w ° ( i ) . 
»-»D~ ' (3) 

<A> 

where i «0,1, 2, .... n D is the number of emitted protons when 
the hadron traverses the target nucleus along the path length 
Aj,according to the formula (1'); n D is the maximum number 
of protons corresponding to the A=2R=D, where D is the 
target nucleus diameter; W0(i) is the probability for the pro
jectile to collide with definite target nucleus at the impact 
parameter d=\/4R2-A2, W0(i) is pure geometrical quantity / 1 6 /. 

3. The maximum thickness of nuclear matter layer for any 
target nucleus we define as: 

A m a x = 2 R = D . (4) 
4. The average mean free path <A 0> for hadron interaction 

in nuclear matter we define as such average distance that 
a hadron covers in nuclear matter before to collide with one 
of nucleons in result of which the particle creation process 
starts. 

To give the method of estimation of this quantity, let us 
consider the passage of a hadron beam through nuclear matter 
"slab". The collision process of many hadrons with identical 
target nuclei we can consider as the collision of a beam of 
hadrons with nuclear matter slabs of various thickness; in 
particular, we can consider the part of such collisions as 
the collision of a beam of hadrons with the slab of the thick
ness Ax protons/ ffDJ; . 

When a beam of intensity IQ is incident on a slab of thick
ness Дх, the change Д1 in intensity of the beam, due to the 
interaction processes in the nuclear matter, as it passes 
thorugh the slab, is proportional to the thickness and to the 
incident intensity: 
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where the proportionality coefficient /i0 i-s called the ab
sorption coefficient. If the hadrons all are identical and 
have the same energy, ц0 is independent of x, and the integ
ration of equation (5) yields 

I-I0« • (ft) 

where I is the intensity of the beam of hadrons not interacted 
when an incident beam of the intensity I0 has traversed 
a thickness x of the nuclear matter slab. 

The relation (6) might be expressed as 

where 'A0> = — * s c a H e a t n e mean interaction length or the 1_ 

interaction mean free path of a hadron in nuclear matter. 
The three above defined quantities: A(i), <\~>, and AMKlJt 

are constant for a given target nucleus, but the fourth quan
tity <A 0> might depend on the kinetic energy E 0 and on the 
sort of the projectile hadron h; therefore it must be written 
<A 0> = F(h, E Q ). It should be definite connection between the 
<A 0> and the cross-section a for the hadron-nucleon inter
action; this cross-section is different for various hadrons 
h and for their various kinetic energies Eo, being asFjCh.Eg); 
we shall discuss this connection later on. The three first 
quantities are the subject of evaluations by calculations on 
the basis of the data on the target nuclei sizes and radial 
nucleon density distributions in them; the fourth quantity 
<A Q •> . might be estimated both - by calculation and by mea
surement . 

3. DETERMINATION OF THE A(i), <A>, A r a a x , AND <A 0> 
The three quantities: A(i) , <A> and A r a a x are connected simp

ly with the sizes of the atomic nuclei and the radial nucleon 
density distributions in them. We estimate them therefore 
using the data concerning the nuclear sizes and the distri
butions of the nucleon densities in the atomic nuclei. 

Several different functions have been used successfully 
for a description of the nucleon radial density distribution 
in the nuclei 'в'17-19/̂  but all they give essentially the 
same type of distribution which consists of a spherical re-
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gion of almost constant density surrounded by a surface re
gion in which the density drops to zero (fig.1), Such a dis
tribution is characterized by the so-called half-way radius c, 
which gives the distance from the centre at which the den
sity has dropped to half its maximum value and a surface 
thickness s, which has been defined as the distance over which 
the density drops from 90% to 10% of its maximum value. We 
find to be mostly convenient to use the so-called Fermi dist
ribution^, 17/ 

pv p(r)= ;-—Г7 (7) 

in calculations performed here; a = s, 41n3«0.23s,in all cases 
с y>aThe usual normalization 

4n ( P(r)radr =1 (g) 
0 

gives 
2 2 3 ,, я а -1 

4rrC с 
On the assumption that the nuclear density distribution is gi
ven by A-p(r), the radius ¥ of the sphere occupied by a nucle
on at the centre of the nucleus, i.e., in the part of the nuc
lear volume where the density is saturated, is: 

'- < ^ f - A . P F f 1 / 3 (10) 
In terms of this length 

„ 1/3 „2a2 -1/3 -5/3 . 
c=l'A _ £_i_ A + 0(A ) C O 3P 

6f 24 fl 
E- PA 1 / 3

 + *&. A"1' 3- l ^ r А Л С А - П 02) 

It is actually possible to obtain a very good fit to the 
data for A>16 with the two assumptions'9/: a) The thickness 
of the surface is constant at s«2.49f; b) The maximum density 
is constant at A . p m a x = 0.168f-3.This yields the value f=1.123f . 
for the radius of the sphere occupied by a nucleon in infinite 
nuclear matter; we use later D 0 = 2f as the length unit ex
pressed in f. 

The path length M O (fig.2) of the projectile hadron pass
ing through the target nucleus at the impact parameter d, 
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Fig.2. Scheme for geometrical explanation to the 
formula (13). 

in Do units, we express as: 

v'R2-d2 

-2„ , . 'g A(i) = ̂ D 0 2 Г p( v'd i+y , 5)dy 13) 

where p is expressed in_protons/D0 andv R —d a in D 0 units. 
For various A(i)=0,l,2,..., 2R there correspond various impact 
parameters d(i). Corresponding values of d(i) are presented 
in table 1 for Pb , Xe , Ag , Cu , Al , and С nuclei; in this 
table corresponding values of the W0(i) function ' 16'' are 
given as well. In calculations we have limited the values of 
the nuclear radii by the relation p(r)/p(0).2l0 . 

The average potential path length <A>i, or the average 
nuclear matter layer thickness, might be estimated using the 
formula (3) and the data from the table 1. 

The maximum thickness A m a x of nuclear matter layer is 
estimated by the formula (4). The quantities <A> and A m a x 

estimated are given for various nuclei in table 2. 
Let us estimate now the average mean free path <A 0>for 

hadron-inelastic collision in nuclear matter; let us start 
to do it firstly by the calculation. In such case the estima-
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Table 1 
DeDendence of A(i) and W0(i) on the impact parameter d(i) 

2 0 7 T?b 
8 2 i ? D 

1 3 1 Xe 5 4 X e 4 7 ^ 
6 4 C u 2 9 0 u 

2 7 A 1 13 6° 
MD 

4 ( 1 ) W 0 ( i J d i i j rf0(i> d ( i ) l V „ ( i ) d U J у0ш d ( i ) tfeCi) < K i ) Wo t t ) 

0 4 . 2 2 0 . 1 3 2 3.69 0 .159 3.50 0 .161 3 .00 0.192 2 . 3 1 0.281 1.82 0 .341 
1 3 .91 0.123 3.37 0.144 З Л 8 0.142 2.67 0.171 1.97 0.239 1.44 0.269 
2 3 .60 0.099 3.05 0.117 2 .86 0 .124 2 .34 0.131 1.63 0.186 1.06 0 .200 

3 3.36 0.079 2 .80 0.092 2.61 0 .094 2 .08 0.102 1.33 0.152 0 .69 0 .133 
4 3 .13 0.077 2 .56 0.091 2 .37 0 .086 1.82 0.104 0 .99 0.102 0 .32 0.057 
5 2 .88 0.076 2 .28 0.101 2 .10 0 .094 1.49 0.118 0 .33 0.039 -
о 2.57 0.091 1.91 0.119 1.74 0 .116 1.00 0.094 - -
7 2 .16 0.109 1.37 0 .100 1.20 0 .123 0 .51 0 .086 - -
8 " 1.55 0.091 0 .83 0.077 0 .66 0 .054 - _ -
9 0 .94 0.121 — - - - - - - - — -

The quantity A(i) is expressed in protons/TTD 0; d(i) is expressed in fermis. The values 
of d(j> and W0(i) at A(i) corresponding to 0 emitted protons are calculated for the case 
when one neutron is ejected in passing of the hadron through the target nucleus. 
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Table 2 
Values of the average and maximum nuclear matter 
layer thickness, <A > and A m a x , for various target 
nuclei, expressed in protons/rrD^ units 

Target 
nucleus Pb Xe Ag Cu Al 

•4" 

С Emi 11 s i on 

- A • 
A mux 

4.38 
8.92 

3.54 
7.90 

3.43 
7.77 

2.93 
6.69 

1.67 
5.12 

1.30 2.52 
2.41 

* This value is given for average target nucleus in stan
dard'й emulsion; this average target nucleus is of Z=29.3 
and A. 66.6. 

tion must be performed on the basis of some model of hadron-
nucleus interaction process leading to the particle creation 
act. We use the simplest model: the projectile hadron inter
acts with one of nucleons met in its passing through the 
target nucleus; this interaction is the elementary tvo-body 
hadron-nucleon interaction, or, exactly, quasielementary one. 
Some indication that such assumption might correspond to the 
reality follows from our experiment as well' 16-. 

Under such assumption the connection between the ine^stic 
hadron-nucleon collision cross-section n and the average теяп 
free path ' A 0

4 car. be expressed for nuclear matter as: 

К • p - fT 

where p is the average number of nucleons per volume unit in 
nuclear matter along the hadron path; » is a coefficient ac
counting possible existence of groups of nucleons in nuclear 
matter, like molecules in materials. When such groups do not 
exist, k= 1; when nucleons are bounded in groups of m nuc
leons, in average, then k-l,'m. The quantity <A 0> is express
ed in fermis, if p is expressed in nucleons per f 3 and n 
in f 2 per nucleon; it can be expressed in D 0 units, from the 
relation -".A0>[D 0 ]=<A0>|f ], D0|f ]= 0.44E<A 0>[f ]. In this work it 
will be useful to use more convenient units for the<A(J>:Nuc-
leons/wDQ = nucleons / S = 15.85 nucieons/f 2 or proton/ 
s D ^ = proton/S»15.85Z/Aproton/f 2, where we denoted S= n\)\ . 

In order to express <A 0> in these units the relation (14) 
should be rewritten,taking into account the expression (1) 
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and using D Q * I as length unit, as: 
1 2 • " , nucleons , 

. A 0 - - -~=~.- • и • D Q • „ , — - I — •---— 1 (, 4-) 
к • p • IT K " ° 

or, using the expression (1*), as: 
1 „a Z A , protons 

A » '' " Г• - " D" " A " ГА~ (~~T '' (Ю 
К p n 

where (i is expressed in nucleons/D 0 - 11.33 nucleons/ f ' . 
and <r in Djj /nucleon •=5.04f2/nucleon. 

We note that: a) According to the expression (14') <A 0 • 
depends on rr only, if expressed in nucleon/S units; we have 
not taken into account the difference between the hadron-pro-
ton and hadron-neutron interaction cross-sections, b) The 
mean free path 'A0 - expressed in protons/S units depends 
on the mass number A. by the coefficient Z,A in expression 
(14"'). c) The energy dependence of the value 'A 0' is via the 
'' energy dependence, d) The coefficient к should be evalu
ated from the experimental data, as it will be shown later. 

Let us estimate now the <Ag"- by measurement. It is pos
sible to do it; corresponding method follows from the formu
la (6'). Namely, this formula gives the possibility to apply 
the nuclear matter slab of definite thickness, x=A(i), corres
ponding to i emitted fast protons observed in experiments- 2i/; 

the relation between the nuclear matter thickness and the 
number i of emitted protons gives formula (I'). For the es
timation the experimental data on pion-xenon nucleus colli
sions at 3.5 GeV/c momentum have been used - 2 1'. It is known 
from this experiment the number N of hadron-nucleus collision 
events in which the particle creation does not take place, in 
collisions at the impact parameters d(i) corresponding to 
appropriate nuclear matter layer thickness x=A(i), and the 
total number N 0 of the hadron-nucleus collisions as well. 
The single one quantity, in the relation (6'), which has 
to be evaluated is the<A 0>-We can therefore estimate it 
simply, as: 

<A 0>.-J^[J!S22L]. ( 1 5 ) 

We use the quantity A(i) calculated for the xenon nucleus. 
Because of low statistical power of the experimental bubble 
chamber data for definite A(i). we found necessary to apply 
some average A(i) = <A > estimated for the values of the 
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multiplicities of emitted protons i = 6,7 and 8. In this case 
N 0 = 400 ±30, N«96 ±10, and <A>= 6.86 protons/S; the last quantity 
was evaluated in applying the formula (3) with n i.6. We note 
that in the class of events used here the numbers of events N 
and N 0 are mostly accurate evaluated in the experiment/21/. 
Therefore <A„>X=4.81±0.38 protons/S. This value differs from 
the calculated one, being <A 0 ̂ ,ajc=3.04 protons/S. In fact 
the experimentally estimated value of <A 0> = < А 0 > е х will 
differ much more from the calculated one, because in expe
riments only some part of all the events without multuparticle 
creation is taken into account; the experiments have been 
done not specially for the <A 0> estimation, and, due to 
the scanning conditions' '21/. some number of events without 
multiparticle creation acts are lost; rough estimation gives 
that N should be of nearly 40% larger, and then < X 0 > e x = 
= 6.7 protons/S. Therefore, we should postulate that nucleons 
in nuclei exist in some groups of nearly 2.2 nucleons, in 
average; then, the coefficient к in the formula (14) should 
be к =(2.2)""'= 0.45. In future the value <A 0> must be measured 
with greater accuracy. The correctness of the postulate pro
posed here might be supported in comparing the experimental 
characteristics of the hadron-nucleus collision process with 
corresponding characteristics predicted in which <A Q> eva
luated by means of formulas (14)-(14") will be used. 

The values of <A 0> calculated for the incident pions and 
protons of various energies on the basis of the cross-sections 
for the elementary pion-proton and proton-proton collisions'20/ 

are presented in table 3, in calculations к = 0.45 has been 
used. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In defining the quantities A(i) ,<A> , A m a x and <A 0> it 

was attempted to work out a convenient and adequate formalism 
for a description of the passage of high energy hadrons 
through nuclear matter. These quantities seem to be fundamen
tal for any model of the hadron-nucleus collision process, as 
defined on the basis of the target nuclei sizes and radial 
nucleon density distributions in nuclei, and on the basis of 
general properties of collision processes obserbed in experi
ments newly performed'1MB/ and discovered in considerations 
presented lately'11'. 

It should be noted that all these quantities A(i) , <A>' , 
A m a x and <A 0> might be determined, in principle, by measure
ment in experiments. We have shown here how it is possible 
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Table 3 
Energy dependence of the average mean free path 
<A 0> for pion-proton and proton-proton inelastic 
collisions in nuclear matter. Pi a b - projectile 
momentum in GeV/c 

'Se l l 
И - p i n e l a s t i c P - P ine la s t i c 

• i a O "• 0- mbarn ^ ^nuoieons " mbarn ° 2 

0.641 12.00 29.03 _ -
0.838 14.00 24.88 - -
0.968 - - 3.90 89.32 
1.017 21.50 16.20 - -
1.081 25.90 13.45 - -
1.127 - - 6.00 58.05 
1.168 - - 8.87 39.27 
1.210 20.40 17.08 - -
1.219 - - 13.60 25.61 
1.269 - - 16.80 20.73 
1.628 - - 23.00 15.15 
8.050 22.76 15-30 - -

11.200 21.21 15.76 - -
12.000 - - 29.77 11.70 
16.000 21.32 16.34 - -
18.500 21.17 16.45 - -
19.000 - - 29.80 11.69 
24.000 - - 30.60 11.38 
32.000 - - 30.10 11.57 
50.000 21.00 16.59 - -
60.000 - ' 31.70 10.99 

102.000 - - 31.90 10.92 
147.000 21.00 16.59 - -
205.000 - - 31.10 11.20 
290.000 - - 32.30 10.78 
405.000 - - 32.80 10.62 
500.000 - - 33.50 10.40 

1070.000 - - 35.08 9.93 
1480.000 - - 35.68 9.76 

The average mean free paths were estimated by using the for
mula (14') with the coefficient k = l/2.2; the values of oin 

are taken from the CERN-HERA tables /яо/. 
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to measure the - k$> , in next papers we will show that the 
quantiry <Л '• is given in experiments by the average pro
ton multiplicity <n p> being independent on the number n g 

of all the particles created in collision process; the inde
pendence of <n p>' on the number of generated pions - positive 
charged, negative, and neutral - has been observed in our 
experiment as well' 2 2 /. In this experiment <n p> «3.5 protons/S, 
for the pion-xenon nucleus collisions. The quantity <A> es
timated for the xenon nucleus by calculation, using formula 
(3), equals «'A:-=3.54 protons/S; such coincidence of both 
these values might occur if the particle creation and nucleon 
emission go on according to the model proposed in our former 
works' 10.16/, 

In my opinion the above defined quantities should be used 
later on in discussing the experimental data on hadron-nuclei 
collisions, instead of the unobservable and unprecise quan
tity 7- . 
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